ACROSS
1. Held back
6. Foundation
11. Relating to the central government of a federation
13. Equilibrium
15. Suffer
16. Formal speech
17. The upper part of anything
18. There are 4 in a year
20. A rebuke
21. Picnic insects
22. Blemishes
23. Ethiopian monetary unit
24. Untruth
26. Attempt
28. How long something has existed
29. Adjust
32. Spoon-shaped vessel with a long handle
34. Act of raising in rank
35. Often fried with eggs
37. Tartan
40. Mouth (slang)
41. Newt
43. Not old
45. Anagram of "Maul"
46. Mist or drizzle
48. Unit of area
49. Female sibling
50. Round pieces of linen placed under bowls
52. Possessed
53. Apparent
55. Grouping by twos
57. Nest egg
58. Trap
59. Leases
60. A swamp plant

DOWN
1. A plant with asymmetric leaves and colorful flowers
2. Taken into someone's family
3. 10
4. Goddess of discord (Greek mythology)
5. Confuses
6. Farm buildings
7. "Oh my!"
8. Seated oneself
9. First letter of a name
10. Flagellate
11. Leading to death
12. Jumped
13. Plunder
14. French for "Between"
15. Marked by great sadness
16. A protective garment
17. Jails
18. 2,000 pounds
19. Brim
20. A nucleic acid
21. South American liberator Simon
22. Characterized by maltreatment
23. Advancing slowly
24. Throw out of mental balance
25. Vapors
26. Gives forth
27. Journeys
28. A piece that tapers to a thin edge
29. Lyrical musical compositions
30. Harvests
31. A depression caused by an impact
32. The founder of a family
33. Harsh noise